
 

Expense 
Management
Build + submit claims on the go, manage and 
reimburse expenses, and increase spend 
visibility via reporting.

Features of expenses management software

Benefits of expense management software

Automated policy compliance
We build your specific company expense 
policy into the software. Policies are 
defined at the point of entry and out-of-
policy claims are eliminated through active 
policy enforcement and automatic alerts.

Mileage tracking
Driving expenses have never been easier to 
reimburse. Webexpenses mileage feature 
enables accurate point-to-point mileage 
calculation for users and automatic 
verification and policy flags for admins.

Account + admin dashboard
Webexpenses’ dashboard offers accounts 
and admins an interactive way of 
analysing company spend. Features 
include: top 10 clients and vendors, out 
of policy approvers, time to review, and 
spend forecast.

Corporate card matching
Intelligent Receipt Matching automatically 
pairs receipts to their correct card 
purchases. This feature eases user and 
admin workflow to provide quick and 
accurate expense reports for credit card 
management and reimbursement.

3 hours saved 
per claim
Free up time with a digital 
approach to expenses. 
Expense on the go, manage 
time to approve, and report 
on spend.

43% reduction 
in errors
Automatic policy enforcement 
and controls means no 
more duplications, expense 
fraud, or manual entry.

400% ROI
Fair pricing, eliminating 
ERP rekeying, increasing 
visibility, and automating 
T&E, means our software 
pays for itself.

24-hour support
Global support is available 
to all users. Webexpenses 
protect sensitive data by 
eliminating the need for 
third-party access.

Mobile expenses app
Manage expenses on the go with 
Webexpenses Google Vision-powered 
OCR technology. Users can capture their 
receipt and create a claim in under 30 
seconds. Admins can review, approve, 
reject, and track expense reports via 
desktop or mobile.

Integrated + secure
Our cloud-based expense software 
integrates with over 50 finance systems. 
Your sensitive information is protected to 
the highest security standards via Amazon 
Web Services - meaning your data is safe, 
yet accessible from almost anywhere.
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